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Prey relates how author Liz Cole was victimized by an online
career con artist and how she turned the tables to expose the
con man on national television. Much of this book is written as
a real time journal, taking readers inside the world of Liz Cole
and her suitor, an ex-convict and predator. About the Author
and Perfect Prey: Recently divorced, with low self-esteem, Liz
Cole turned to online dating and met a charming Irishman in
reality, a Quebec man with a criminal record who preyed on
her and vanished. Cole then set out to track him down. She
found past victims and learned of the mans lengthy periods of
incarceration before finding and publicly humiliating him in a
national TV confrontation, also featured on U. S. website www.
love fraud. com Every year across North America an average
1. 1 million people divorce. Many of these people join countless
singles and also children in turning to the Internet for
friendship, love and romance. But online con artists are finding
fertile ground in attracting unsuspecting prey. The problem is
only likely to...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is definitely not e ortless to start on studying but extremely enjoyable to read through. It can be loaded
with knowledge and wisdom You will not feel monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are
for concerning should you request me).
-- V incenz o Collins-- V incenz o Collins

Extensive guideline for book fanatics. Sure, it is engage in, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am
effortlessly can get a delight of studying a composed pdf.
-- Rhea  Da r e-- Rhea  Da r e
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